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4 ANIMA ET THEMIS
MUNDI: PSYGLYPHS, A

MULTILEVEL LANGUAGE

OF QUALITATIVE TIME

We think, and indeed remember also, basically only through and by means of
images. Sometimes these are less consciously evident, sometimes more so,
but they are always there. Without this fundamental substratum of images,
the mind could neither reason nor remember, hence could not function.
"Pure" abstraction. as we saw already in chapter 2, just doesn't exist.

Now behind all imagery, however, complex or ramified, there is a
comparatively small set of fundamental or root images which stand in
relation to all the rest, as an alphabet to its language.

This fundamental set is repeated in each human mind as the DNA in each
human cell, with individual variations of course, but enough redundancy to
make communication and mutual comprehension possible, by providing
enough shared or common denominators, so to speak. Hence lung's term
"collective unconscious" was misleading.\ It is rather a set of individualized
but shared and sufficiently redundant unconscious contents that is involved;
and not at all the undiscriminating and senseless mixing implied by the word
COllective. The only actual collectives are garbage cans and refuse pi les,
Whose function it is to collect indiscriminately. State collectives are in that
accurate sense "garbage governments" regardless of ideology.

The fundamental realities (lfthe mind are quite otherwise, and we function
by alphabets of basic images. Alphabets of Reality, The rendition of these
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4.1 Languages and Their Levels

"Historiography cannot be swamped by a mere shower of sneers.'l Neither
can phl:1nomenologically and experientially verifiable typologies. The peri
odic table and the genetic code are here to stay and are but the tip of the
iceberg, as we shall begin to see.

We seem to be in a position with regard to nature's universal language's
somewhat similar to that expressed by one of the novelist Eric Knight's
sturdy and common-sense Yorkshire characters speaking to his favorite dog:
'!You can understand some of man's language, Lassie, but man isn't yet
bright enough to understand thine."

Itt this chapter we return to the question of langu~ge tak,~n'up;;iab ~,-

-but now from a 'more particu_"vi~~",m.,,(jmli)~I_lQa.L-._,

ooncems. In this computer age people are sufficiently: aware of· the
signiftcance of the level of a problem-solving language without our wasting
time and space on copious preliminary explanation, otherwise easily
available in any case. Suffice it to say that higher languages in this sense are
designed to spare us the necessary but repetitive, boring and countless details
of "housekeeping" operations, and are thus able to devote our attention to
the essentials of the problems themselves rather than to the detailed
methodology of our instrumentalities for solving them.

Thus the binary codecf "machine language"-which was the only
computer language available in the electronically primitive 1950s-is the
most clumsily extended one to use, although it is still the primary basis for
any computer's switching circuits which simulate hty:nan intelligent activity
and behavior by the astute way some human mind 'has arranged them.

The machine is thus like a group of morons who; however, can go through
their collective elementary repertoire of abilities with extreme rapidity, thus
arriving at results (when they are properly arranged and ultimately directed

, by human intelligence) well before their hunulI1 designers and program
mers.

But it was soon found that it was quite 'unnecessary to have to spend
.,. valuable human effort and energy on writing each small operationalde.tail
.. , again and again in a binary coded program-+ifone could use an electronic

code word that would be so wired inw the machine. that it would
automatically unleash a whole lengthy andcomplicatep functional unit of
machine-coded or "micro-coded" instructions. An "artificially intelligent"

, machine generates such higher commands from built-in rules. It must be
~ stressed that the primordial rules generating the eventual sophisticated,
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intelligence-simulating behavior must be built in to begin with by humans,
and in that very direct sense the claim "machine intelligence" is charla
tanism.

Thus macro-codes or "higher computer languages" came into being. The
first is one still in use; FORTRAN, an acronym for 'jonnula translation."
Now we are glutted with a competing babel of such higher languages, each
with its group of devotees who clai~ it is "the best." Actually, the best one
has not yet been found, although in chapter 3, section 3.2 we indicated the
lines along which truly universal COInJ)uter languages are to be sought We
called them UAL (pronounced "you all")-Universal Assembler
Language-and SUPL (pronounced "supple")-Syntactic Universal Pro
gramming Language.

The point for us in the present chapter is that it is pointless folly to use a
very low-level language to solve problems requiring highly evolved, high
level concepts. In such situations one seeks, or devices if need be, an
appropriate high-level language. Let us look at an example of a situation like
that J'

When two persons 'walking down a street meet each other and begin to
converse, we have, of course, physics operating in the situation: their walking
is undeviatingly subject to the laws of gravity. We have also photochemistry,
as complex photochemical processes in their retinas enable them to see each
other; we have also still ill-understood acoustic-neuronal interactions
enabling theQ1 to hear each other; and complex organic chemistry-down to
the DNA/RNA level-is going on in each of their bodies in order to maintain
them structurally and functionally, moment to moment.

But all this wondrous micro-level complexity simply serves to enable their
brains, the neuronal transducers for their minds and memories, so that they
might fraJJ;le and e!I-ress their thoughts to each other within the anatomicaV·'·

"!--''-''''''''''~'~m.tL.(~Lt!t!,irbodies. All that even more wondrous· .
.C()JiWJeJ1tt·~o;:in-·:'turn ;simply :the un erpfuning for th~e 'two~ons .
. impletnent hleir ainis, desires, .and interactions; let us suppose, for instance;
that their conversation turned on a matter very important to both of them.' .
and one that had to be decided then if it were to take place successfully.· ...

Thus all the physics and chemistry support the higher level ofpsycha-"
logical reality. These two people are also not functioning in a social vacuum.;'~
and hence each is embedded in a culture. (Let us further suppose that eacJ:i
grew up in a quite different culture with a different rnatemallanguage.) The .
is here a complete interplay of intercultural anthropology and sociology .
well, since both are now functional while also being embedded in the rna
of a third culture that controls their current surroundings and habitat

.. -
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I feel that CT itself has limited substance, great pretension and that catastroph~

theorists have created a false picture in the mathematical community and the
public as to the power of CT to solve problems in the social and natur~
sciences. .;'

To my mind, when CT goes beyond ECT it loses pretty much any direct touc¥
with mathematics, ... Good mathematical models don't start with the matli~1
matics, but with a deep study of certain natural phenomena.... On the other hand.
around CT not only does mathematics come first I but one sees a sort of
mathematical egocentricity.

important systems are human-dominated, and their crucial factors and
critical points intimately and essentially involve human beings, with all the
sociopsychological richness, complexity, and frustration that that implies.

Thus mathematics is too low a language level by which to approach the
vast majority of system-theoretic problems we have. The quest for solutions
is thus seen to devolve on the question of finding a higher level language for
the problems of so-called "soft" or human-dominated systems. People like
P.B. Checkland [98,99,100] and his co-workers have recognized this fact
and have come to grips with it in pragmatic terms [101]. What they have
actually done, unbeknownst to themselves, is to use a higher level language in
their thinking, though they used it tacitly without making it explicit and
hence available to others or even to themselves. That is why few have been
able to replicate Checkland's successes. His approach is basically human
the(apy rather than inhuman expertise.

Let us now try to specify the needed higher level language for human
nominated systems which/as was shown in chapter 2, are chronosystems
as well.

There is a useful negative lemma that can render service at the outset;
namely, that what we do not need here is a computer language. Not to say
that the appropriate high-level language we eventually specify will not be
computer-programmable. It assuredly will. But rather, that we should ftrst 1

seek it in terms of the sociopsychological realities themselves, and not
becloud the issue at the beginning with then irrelevant computer require
ments. There will be ample opportunity later for computerization.

Another facet of the inappropriateness of an intransigently mathematical
approach to psychosocial problems has been trenchently pointed out by one
of the .. important .mathematicians of the latter twentieth "entury, Stephen..,-'-, '-~ ...,"~'""~-""'..e~" 1It1'~~his.oti«~SBl.efRtm8~om~ -<:atastrophe theory(
,MJl~l~m~-catastrophe J.heory (ECT) as expounded by Thorn and·,
applied principally by Christopher Zeeman. Not mincing matters, Smale I

says: [102]: .

:'"11"

"--~.:--,:~.:.=~,=--

. --;--:-.-"::"'"-= ......
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:, As we have previously seen, Smale's point has much larger significance
than catastrophe theory. There is, in fact, indicated a shift or quantum leap in'
Yiewpoint that may well prove to be a key phenomenon of the movement of
the late twentieth century thought; namely, the realization that that truly
.wonderful and nonarbitrary symbolic language, mathematics, nevertheless
possesses an inherent inappropriateness in trying to deal with problems

,demanding qualitative richness and precision among interrelationships of
. illso qualitative type between irreducibly and essentially qualitative factors
- roblems that are the very stuff of psychosocial' systems.
. The almost overwhelmingly topological trend of twentieth century

athematics can be viewed as a continued attempt to accommodate
mathematics to qualitative milieus; and the trend did very well as far as' it

;;went. But by the very nature of the case~ itcou1d:,not'goc.(~,.AA9\1!~Hf~r

ychology,4 and a symbolic language ofessen~at1M:tlu~tWe:ralftel':man "_;.. >, .,'

uahtitative power was fuiis 'urgentl'y 'c8Jled'for=with avoca ,u ary and ~
.tax that were qualitatively appropriate, and a basically radial and radiant

,rather than linear structure.5 In chapter 2 and in this one, I have sketched the
outline of such a language, fIrst broached in 1972 in a seminar on "Symbolic

'Insight" I was invited to present at the Maryland State Institute for
.Psychiatric Research.

,4.3 Typology as a New Tool, in Systems Science
~

,There is a common tradition among almost all cultures and races that holds
. that people fall into psychological or personality types and subtypes, and
;hence appropriate social roles. The ancient Ind'6-Europeans, and not only
'India, recognized, for instance, savant, warrior, craftsman, and general

: ;service types, hardening this analysis into hereditary castes in India. This, of
- course, was a psychological error, obviously committed on the insistence of
.the ruling elites, the nomenklatura of their day, to use a modem Russian
ironic argot so well applied to the actually governing elites of "people's .

'republics." Yet there is great truth in the principle itself, as its widespread us'e
: in many stable cultures shows. A society simply must then provide means of
, sychological growth so as to allow for mobility, on demonstrated capability,
':between social roles.
, To cite a notable example of such a psychological typology, the system of

• psychological typing, inherited from a complex mix in ancient Sumerian,
:Egyptian, and Magian sources, went much further than the three or four
;Indo-European types and resulted in an elaborate system of personality

-- .. --,
-- :!.:
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analysis intimately linked with a ramified religious and symbolic language. 
Alchemical traditions, also originating in Egypt,6 applied the same prin
ciples.

The only attempt thus far to make use of this rich symbolic system as a
modem language for psychology was on the part of the well-known
psychotherapist Carl Gustav Jung, whose terms"extrovert" and "introvert"
stem from the old day- and night-side personality types of "solar" and

. "lunar," respectively; and whose four types of "sensation," "thinking,"
"feeling" ("emotive" or "reactive"), and "intuition" (and conation) were"
based directly on the Hellenistic-Egyptian mapping of human personality ,.
into a classification of the "element" called "earth," "air," "water," and
"fire," symbolizing, respectively, the four states of matter (solid, gaseous,
liquid, plasma) and their psychosymbolic homologues, persisting in the ::
respective Galenic "humours": melancholic, sanguine, phlegmatic, and
choleric. Jung studied this system extensively, arid his entire analysis is but a fl
partial rewriting of the former rich psychological-archetypal language. The
four can be respectivel},and conveniently symbolized as 9, A, '\1, and tJ.,
which will be of use when writing in the language. '

At the invitation of the Maryland State Psychiatric Institute, in February.
and March of 1972, the author conducted a seminar on Symbolic Insight,·
attended largely by psychiatrists and psychologists. The seminar was
concerned with the modem necessity to deploy such a typological approach
and language to psychological analyses and the writing of protocols-which
at present are unstructured, confused, and largely conceptually unorganized
except for the arbitrary imposition of Freudian terminology, now shown to "
quite Procrustean, biased, and unrealistic.

The positive reception of that audience of professionals enabled me to
that people were ready for a high-level and sophisticated typologi

'1"1]"" .,".,~ .. "",..~ ..,_l~~~~:~:,o~~~l~~~°lrjU~~ to thedriChnesS1.~flizhumandpers~.. '
''1JQC~.()UoJD ~;$unpw.'~ S lUouuorwaJ1 to Syml7U e an ,mamp

I
··:~~eSBlirety;:Tb.e material 'and psychodynamic language presented d -

,ill th;tC~u:s;a~~:~~::;~~ ~~~~ ~:::;~,u~:~t~ ::::~~ ~~~.'"
Ii!
I! multidimensional needs it must fulfill, given human personality as its bas
Ii! subject matter. The reader is here referred to the appropriate sections:

I
I' chapter 2 for the introductory discussion of such nonlinear language. Let

'Ii now specify that language, the basic elements of which we will callpsyglyp
!! as they refer principally to psychological realities.

1;:1: Jungian psychology's four types are only the most meager beginning

[I
'll must be first of all supplemented by three independent types whose ne
1!1 modem, analogues lie in the Indian tradition (going back to S

:1
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manifestation; or, the initiation of action, by reverse sequence of
interaction.

2,2-activation and manifestation of form; also, formal manifestation or
activity.

2,3-activation or manifestation of relationships; also the relating of
activities. )

2,4-activation or manifestation ofperception; also by reverse interaction
of the two~omponents, the perceiving of activities or changes.

3,l-the perceiving of initiations, origins, and beginnings; or, the initiation
of perceptions and imagination.

3,2-the perception of forms; or, the formation of perceptions.
3,3-the perception of relations; or, the relating of perceptions.
3,4-the perception of reactions and emotions; or, the reacting to

perceptions by rendering them emotionally, i.e., supplying them with
affective associations.
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But our numbering can be improved, since the manifestation of something
in the trion provides a natural "first,"9 and so does the initiation phase of the
quadron.

, We have t4en these revised and more apt number assignments for the
trion, realizing that circumference can follow center as its infinite expansion; .
begun by the -manifesting radius. We then have 1, 2, and 3 assigned
respectively to radial, central, and circumferential elements, thus: (1) acting
or manifesting; (2) centralizing or focussing; (3) comprehending (literally
"enclosing" something by the mind) or perceiving. And for the quadronJ't

.,..·--...... --__4f~•.bef-ore., the,ord;er of: JJ .mi!!l,\tioni .2) ,fo!IDatil:>n; 3) relation; and' 4
reacUbiL"'''>' --T.'- .,' - '., •••-

Ourtwoi~ld interactively generated typology now becomes the sche'
shown in Table 4-1, and this will be the form in which psyglyphic langUa'
deploys this series, the second digits having now the revised meaniiJ
assignments just given; the new trion member being given first, followed b)
the quadron number, as before (Table 4-1). .

But in this typological arithmetic, three times four is not the same as foUl;
times three (symbolically '3 X 4 ~ 4 X 3). In more technical terms, .
arithmetic is noncommutative. "Three times four" here refers to the threefol..
grouping of the. four types based on their sharing' the same trion numbe
whereas "four times three" refers to the quite different fourfold grouping"
three ·types based on a shared quadron number. We thus have for ~
threefold grouping, using the 12 s~quence numerals on the left in
preceding listing, the following three groups (Table 4-2). We also hav(.

• '::;'r

..•.c. .. ; -=---' -
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Table 4-2. The Three Trjon Gro.ups

Table 4-2(a). The Four Quadron Groups

·of,,
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Quadron Sybmols and Numbers

..

~, \7, A, 'V = 2, S. 8, 11 (all sharing trion number 2)
I

~, \7, A, 'V = 3,6,9, 12 (all sharing trion number 3)

Trion

n (.)

m(O)

102

Quadron Trion Symbols and Numbers

i ~ (I) (.) (0) = 1,5, 9 (all sharing quadron number 1)

ii "V (I) (.) (0) = 2, 6, 10 '(all sharing quadron number 2)

iii A' (I) (.) (0) ='j, 7,11 (all sharing quadron number 3)

iv \l (i) (. ) (0) = 4, 8, 12 (all sharing quadron number 4)

I (I) ~, \7, A, 'V = 1, 4', 7, 10 (all characterized by their sharing trion
number 1)

following four groups, based on shared quadron numbers, as shown in the
second part of the Table (Table 4-2(a».

The significant point is that this typological symbology is nonarbitrary and
those groupings also refer to psychological types, as the reader can verifY,
from the basic defInitions already given of the typological elements or,
alphabeL The additive group of 3 + 4 is different and in a way more subtle,

. -'c~g;,'MSwe. will see.tobasicaim&,..ends DI desires. rather than (as ~
tW.eiv~fulitschefu~alreadygiven) to the psychological channels or means.
complementing the various desires of which they are the strategies so to
speak.

We shall return to this point. Suffice it to say now that the basi
. psychodynamic ends are: (1) the maintenance of self-nature and indi
viduality, desire to be oneself, to accord with one's own nature; (2)
reactive expression of it as reflected in personality structure; (3) the desire
release activity on a situation or task, to direct or focus energy; (4) the des:
to reason and express implications of reasoning and to explore consequenc.
(~) the desire to imagine and express imaginative intuitions and projection
(6) the desire to express affection, harmony, and concord; (7) the accum~



ted desire-inertia which itself desires to deepen grooves of behavior to
'.Web it is already habituated. We should note that aggression originates in
-3) when resistance is encountered; and that fear originates in (5) and (7)
yvhen what is undesired is believed in, or when an external situation overturns
:Ill expectations so as to threaten prior stability. . '
., Now the old tradition ofthe typological approachinteresti9gIyaverred that

'ijwas not to be considered as statically archetypal~ but ratherdynamic and
,momentary in nature; .and that their time manifestation was periodic in
nature, impulsions or typological energies being synchronized with temporal
patterns related to other natural periodicities, the most accurate being those, .
ofthe solar system, observable against the backdrop,oft4e;~arth'sorbital and
equatorial planes, and the horizon and meridian circles at .the particular.
terrestrial latitude and longitude of concern.. .._, .. ";', .;~ ..... ~.

"All this was comprised fi1thedoctrineo£allwrQlJel,.t&Y1P.P"t~r. a@t
the 'Verb CTIJJ.tPap(t(ltw~(syMJ!aratliMr;"ttfetmiifg-to tYgo: tog eP-6l'-tlIlP"

lI10ng with," Le., to resonate with. The doctrine re-emerges in the twentieth
.: century concepts of synchronicitylO and non-locality, the latter concept
'entering quantum physics through the observations and papers of J.S. Bell,
'about which physics Nobelist Eugene Wigner has penetratingly com
mented.

It must not be thought that the viewpoint just described entails a naive
. concept of causation. It does not. Rather, the celestial bodies were looked on
as the indicator needles of, say, an ammeter or voltmeter, which indicate but
by no means cause the time fluctuations of forces and phenomena otherwise
inaccessible to observation. We could today shoot one of these indicator
needles (the moon, say) out of the sky with a great hydrogen bomb. But that
would only prevent us from reading the meter aw·it were, and would in no
wise change the realities or power of the circuit There is here involved a
logic of synchronicity that demands investigation and respect, especially
when we see simpler causal models failing at the most fundamental levels of
physical nature that have been investigated.

In addition to being periodic in time, these sources of typological
dynamism were considered ubiquitous in space, just as is each moment of
time itself, and able to manifest themselves with appropriate timing' and
circuinstance. They were, indeed; logo-i-spemtatikoi, seed-words of power
Power to cause manifestations in time like a seed produces its appropriate
plant

Thus the seeds-the manifesting possibilities-of living intentions are
.. complete in all of space always, as though the entire cosmos were a

superhologram.11 Those seeds are there, together with their means ofa:-manifestation, like zygote-seeds of living things. If someone knew enough,

E3;;:;::::== _ .
iiiiiiiiI~':':::-········· .... ·..
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the seeds could accordingly be incited to manifest, embedded in a connected ...
scheme of priorities. They then appear as an interlocked system of intentions ....
with a priority scheme imposed on them. That, in tum, is the core of what
constitutes intelligent behavior. And moreover, in each such seed-intention
of the set are the microseeds of all the rest, there being no absolute
separation. This is the meaning of what suddenly emerged into acute ~..
awareness when I was seventeen. I scribbled on a sheet of paper: "One :if
cannot fully defme anything without knowing everything." J

But we humans, in our understandable efforts to comprehend, try to make 1
crude barriers and partitions where in fact in nature none such exist. We try .'
to separate the iriseparable-a hopeless task; and even though it may be a
temporary heuristic help, it should never harden into closed compartments. IT
this occurs within the personality, those deep and irremovable (as long as the
attempt is persisted in) contradictions would then arise that could finally
shake the personality apart into shattering neurosis and psychosis. We shall
see 'this in greater detail in the next chapter, where certain aspects of
psychopathological mor]Siiogenesis are discussed as a part of the implications
of time's possibilities and the nature of time itself in our universe.

Such time-germination is the essence of the old Alexandrian word
lrrro-rEA£CTJLa (apotelesma), the full completion of an event or result through
time-held and time-conveyed causes, the word connoting an accomplish
ment made manifest in observable effects. In the same sense, destiny is called

.by Euripides in his Herakles the "Completion-giver" who leads all time
seeds to their appropriate ripening and maturity.

It is also interesting that this linking of psychodynamics and cheono-·
topology possesses the prime characteristic of a viable scientific theory: it .
provides a means of making predictions, which are then perfectly open to
wide-scaleandmultipie-testingby all who are. competent to do s~as with
1I1'fY~~"'$~ienQfifiHiteGry:'1'hU8'1t.odeserr.res ·,a,(est,andmoreover caDm~

vali .. Iy bei(emed'without thorough testing, unless one would wish to descend
to the level of arrogant ignorance of the pompous fools who, in hypocritica(
hauteur,' refused to look through Galileo's telescope for fear they would see
Jupiter's mooris.

Retuining to the chronotopological psychodynamics, we now can see tha
chronotopology als6 implies chronotypology, -a typology of psychodynami,
forces iIi time. We have already derived twelve basic modes of channeling0J:
psycho-implementing desires. Let us now resume the derivation of the basi
scheme of those desires themselves by means of our typological sum of,th
trion and quadron of psychodynamic elements already discussed, and whioij
we have for convenience symbolized respectively as ( I), (.),and (0 ); and
6., 'V,8, V, these four being easily remembered as relating to Solomon

. seal thus: ~ -+ ¢, which can be seen as 8. + "V. We now need a contextu .

.__._--~--~=
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symb<;>lic differentiation to denote these symbols in the context of repre
,:senting distinct desires or ends rather than their previous contextofbeing the
@mbinatory elements for psychological means. We accordingly write
~onveniently , ,

~. (I) -+ (1); (.) -+ (2); (0) -+ (3); 6. -+ (4); 'l -+ (5); 6. -+ (6);
V -+ (7);

Q' - .

=figure 4-1. The Basic Set of Seven Oscillatory-Circuit Elements
;'Related to Psychodynamic Symbols (psyglyphs) in Chronotopological

. Context. 1. Resistance; 2. Power Source; 3: Power Expression, (an
=tenna); 4. Switch (power direction and control); 5. Conductor; 6. Induct
"ance; 7. Capacitance (suitably tuned to Inductance). The remaining
· three numbers do not figure in the cirCUit, but enable it to be significant
· in a wireless or wave-propagational context. They are: a. Wave of
electromagnetic energy generated by the circuit; 9. Quantized field or
wave medium; 10. Dirac sea of negative energy supporting the field.

denoting in this way the elements of the circuit of desire. Interestingly, there
· is a correspondence with the known electrical circuit elements of resistance;
power-source or input (battery or generator); power expression (bul1>or other
.output device); power transfer and control (switches); power conduction and

· filtering (wires, transistors, rectifiers); capacitance (ele.ctricaLfi~d$wrage);

. ductance (magnetic field storage). A diagramwilLeasilYcJe.~~~.~ ,
rtsee figure 4-1). Note that' indttct!mce''te.~:'3"'traliSfoi'irief)'catt ~--~~,._"~!
.~ ,

I.. Ii
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voltage expansion or amplification, whereas resistance causes a voltage drop
or constriction.

Bearing out the universality of this scheme there is a stimulating
confIrmation of it in the "Root Definitions" and their elements given by
Smythe and Checkland [108]. The Checkland scheme features the six
essential elements in the basic (root) definition of any relevant system giving
"catwoe" as the mnemonic for the following six: customer or client, the
ultimate receiver and expressor of the systemic activity; actor(s) or agent(s)
of the transformation or activities of the system; transformation or the basic
relational changes and process effected through the system; weltanschauung,
the attitude and concept framework validating the root definition; ownership,
by which is meant control or sponsorship by a wider system, empowering the
one discussed; environmental constraints, i.e. those of wider systems
imposed on the one under consideration. Checking against figure 4-1 and its
discussion above, we see that these six elements, empirically and independ- ;:
ently artived at, reflect,~ix of the seven essential systemic components called ,
heptons, above given. So CATWOE = heptons 3,4,5,6,2,1, respectively. It .~.

is thus seen that the Checkland scheme omits one essential element: a f
number 7, which is closely related to 6, their hannony making resonance
possible. If6 is the store of framework attitudes that creates a magnetic field.
of meaning, so to speak, for the activity; then 7 is a similar store of..,
electrifyin~, fruitful, and stimulating ideas and plans related to those attitudes
and concepts; that thus can motivate the entire system. Inserting an "S" at
the end for attractive stimulation (hepton 7), we have the now complete
mnemonic CATWOES. Without the seventh element there is no incentive
the fatal lack and flaw in totalitarian systems. This example shows how

, .'. useful the psyglyphic underpinning can be to the merely empirical analysis of

!
1,I! chron.2~X!l..U1.ms.
I: III······,,·,·· _···.."··_-ln~ ttnhe now weIl:mowits-even~first given in figure 4-1, if ill
Ii. Thiri}~Circilitelement (3) be an antenna instead of an ordinary output devic~,
I Ji and elements 6) and (7) are resonantly tuned12 then we see that there are
II: necessitated at least two more elements: a transmitted electromagnetic wave
! 'II' (8) and an im.perceptible but implied quantized field (9); then also fro
~ ; quantum physical considerations, we need the unmanifest Dirac-sea ~

i !i negative energy (0), thus bringing our set of dynamic elements to ten, .~
[II: which nine are manifest; and of these a set ofseven is manifest in fixed fO,nli

I
', a useful illustration of typological application. !
,! There is a tradition with roots. extending as far back as Sumero-Babylo . ,
Ii civilization, that assigned, on the basis of an observed concordance~

: I': synchronicity, the bodies of the solar system to the basic set of PrltD

,
: ,I,.: desires, corresponding to the fundamental seven circuit elements of fi

',llr

I
f. II

I"

l.l.I·~..':1 f
Ii Ii

!; II:
I, ,I

ll:!
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1. That correspondence, using the figure's assigned numbers arid con
~entional 'astronomical symbols, run as follows, the basic typological
septenary being 1: i\ ; 2: 0; 3: Q ; 4: d'; 5: 9; 6: '4 ; 7: ~. Now the ancient
cyclical order of weekdays, still preserved in many modem European
ianguages, is 1: Saturday (Saturn's day); the next two are self-explanatory,
namely, 2: Sunday and 3: Monday or Moon (Luna) day (lunedi in Italian); 4:
Tuesday,!3 Tiwas' or Mars' day (marledi in Italian, mardi in French); 5:
Wednesday, Wotan's or Mercury's day (the Italian mercoledi); 6: Thursday
or Thor's or Jove's day (the Frenchjeudi and Italian giovedi; 7: Friday or
Freya's or Venus' day (Italian venerdi).

Noting that this sevenfold ever-repeating cycle can be generated by
repeatedly traversing in order the verticles of a heptagram, we may. write
them as in figure 4-2(a). But a heptagram is capable ofcircuItlScribmg two
ilistinct stars, whose generation traverses the seven yertices': iii:'~~,,$qu:

erent orders. The tirsCS'tllt, telfl!rMl!lt byd'tawmgsttcc~sSiVe-~
~\Tery other vertex, is given in figure 4-2(b), yielding the order 1, 6, 4, 2, 7, S,
3 or Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury, Moon, which is exactly the

· sequence of these celestial bodies as seen from the earth, in their order of
decreasing period, Saturn traversing the phases ofits rings once in about 29~

·years, down to the Moon or Luna traversing its phases in about 29~ days.
· But we generate a third heptagonal star by skipping two vertices at a time,
generating a last14 order, as shown in figure 4-2(c); namely, again using
figure 4-2(a) as the reference point for numbering the vertices: 1,5,2,6,3,
7,4 or, in symbols: i\ , ~, 0, '4, Q , ~, cf. But these are also ancient glyphsl5

for the metallic chemical elements that were an important basis of all ancient
civilization: lead, assigned to the planet Saturn ~ ; quicksilver, assigned to
Mercury ~ and still called "mercury"; gold, assigne9,to Sol 0; tin, assigned

.. to Jupiter '4; silver, assigned to Luna Q ; copper, assigned to Venus ~; and
iron, assigned to Mars d'. .

Now let us write the modem chemical symbols and atomic numbers
(numbers of protons in the nucleus) of these same key metals in the same
(third) heptagonal sequence we have already derived that of figure 4-2(c).
We then have: Pb 82, Hg 80, Au 79, Sn 50, Ag 47, Cu 29, and lastly Fe 26.
We at once see that our third derived order is that of the numbers of protons

the respectively atomic nuclei~something that became known to the
. modem world only in the twentieth century.

This is a small but far-reaching illustration of the semantic cross
.:. referencing power of typological methods: sequences of apparent orbital
I: periods. in the solar system and atomic structure are related in somef symbolically deeply rooted fashion with each other and with the ancient
t:0rder of weekdays going back to the mists of Chaldean antiquity; and ar,y oj

l
f

~-+---' .
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(c)

Pb82
HgBO
Au79
Sn50
Ag47
Cu29
Fe 26

7 2
(c)

5

(b)
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Figur.e 4-2. The Three Possible Hepton Cyclical Arrangements and
Somelfypological Correlations

"

the three sequences"could here be used to den·ve the other two by means ofa
heptagonal mapping. So the other two must also anciently have been known,
There is far more here than chance alone could possibily predict.

When it is realized that the same symbols can also reference basic
colorings of states of consciousness in a system of typological deptl:
psychology,16 huge vistas of cross-referencing possibilities emerge. We begir
to see at least the direction for realizing the otherwise vain hope ofcorrelatinf
"and assimilating the ever-increasing mountains of information being amassec
almost momentarily in every file and repository of our data-inundatec
century.

... -----".~----,"""



4.4 The Phosphene Prototypes

....
:;.-

Another source of typological analysis in biosystems theory lies in the
biological realities themselves. A fascinating illJlstration of this is the
phenomenon known as "phosphenes," which are subjectively perceived li~t

patterns arising after non-specifIc stimulation affecting the optical processing
areas of the brain. The energy of the nonspeciftc stimulus (e.g., periodic
electric or magnetic fteld pulses) is used to generate such images on being
processed through the lateral geniculate bodies and the optical centers of the
occipital cortex. The interesting point abOut these phosphene patterns of
luminous forms is that ftrst, they reflect aspects of the functional structuring
of human vision; second, the patterns so formed reduce to a comparatively

,... small number of independent types; and third, they can also be produced
. endogenously in either normal persons (e.g. airplane pilots), especially
~.. children [111], and also in abnormal states of epileptiform discharge.

When I analyzed the most speciftc and informative sources of phosphene
.~. observation back to 1959 [112, 113, 114] I found even more specifically

.. j 1
. :1

.t,.
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Some systems scientists are just beginning to sense the profound
implications of typological and chronotopological thinking for systems

'theory. Crawford ("Buz") S. Holling, currently the· Director of the
" International Institute for Advanced Systems Analysis (nASA), provides an

interesting example of this fact. He notes in IIASA's official journal [110]
that "formally equivalent causal forces that are known to generate the
ecological patterns in space and in time also occur in economic systems.
Some are amplifying ... others are· dampening.... And the sets of inter
acting variables themselves act on different time and space scales-some:fast
and some slow; some local and some extended.

,. There is at least the potential, therefore, that macroeconomic systems can
generate patterns of behavior in space and time that have the features of
discontinuity and multiequilibria states that are found in 'biophysical

";'systems.... Long-term patterns such as the Kondria!i~ff cyd~sJo~' 50'+
ryears] have been proposed .; ,'[an&8ucbcycles] bear the seeds,Qf.theiFoWJ)-.
~ change and renewal within them." My own invited lecture [9] at IIASA
~ (October 21, 1982, on surprise and timing in systems theory), delivered
_ before the preceding publication, independently underlined the same

principles; and John Casti has patiently listened to me talking about my ideas
of qualitative time in connection with timing, since 1975 when we ftrst met at

'- IIASA on the occasion of a talk on hypernumbers I gave there.
~
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RInk Occu~ Phosphene
Number Frequency (%) .. Fonn·Types (wIth variants) semantic Connotations

1 - 21.5 fa( .J> 00 a" interfacing of two and mbre
~ systems into a larger WhOle

2 16.6 \l 6 VI ray radiation .
6

3 15.4 mt ~ wave-organization

h( I

4 13.0 h. -:;>Vc
basic structure and central
supportn

5 9.6 ~ ~ wave-radiation from a cer'ter
;

.....

[[gjJO6 8.8 ulitimate seeds or particles
......
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7 >3.5 ~J ' , J J completed, reciprocal balance
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8 3.5 I ,.~\ \ power release, .... ~ I

" /,_..
9 <3.5 -- IIII IIII pairing, reflection, fissioning- . .-

10 1.8 ~ ~~~~ • controllability and positioning

~
(by coordinates)

~IL + released or freed unit or
11 1.5 -* Quantum form (triangle is

/1' minimal-edge enclosure)
~ ".

«( ,)) I ))) ((I : ',/,<

rhythm and development by
12 1.3 successive reaction (wave

{\;;U,:",
generation

• 'I . ' ,
Figure 4-3. The Set of Human Phosphenes in ordeft~DecreaSing Frequency
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Copper Age
,. ~'~

Observed Basic
Basic Sequence 140'; Quadron No. Frequency-Rank No. Frequency Phosphene Sign

(see Table 4.1) (see Figure 4.3) (%) Fonns§ Numbers·
I
i

'\
16.6 + 661 1 2 89

-
2 2 4 13.0 II 15

<3.5 JA 166-167
3 3 9 .185

/1f7)-a7J'4 4 12 1.3 134

9.6 © 135-1365 1 5

6 2 6 8.8 rru 138LLrr

Table 4-3. The Twelve Prototypic Phosphenes and Their Psyglyphic Assignments.
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7 3 7 >3.5 ~ 171

8 4 8 3.5 ~ 137

9 1 11 1.5 ~ 54-57
63

10 2 10 1.8 m 106

11 . 3 3 15.4 ~ 113, ~

12 4 1 "21.5 )))~( 131
.;j ",.

--0 ~.

J -

- ),- ,.,;
"These numbers. refer to the listing of signs on pp. 291-292 by Winn [10Qlfvtliere h~ shows the semiotic commonality of
the very old (Copper Age) Cultl:lres at sites like Vinca, Phylolopi, Troy. et9' pre-dynastic Egypt, ca. 5000 B.C.E.

§There are recognizable variants; e.g. M fqr 7, at a/. .:: ~.
(,N ~ t
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than above notcdthat they occur in a small group devolving upon only 12
elemental patterns (figure 4-3) of which all the rest are variants. They appear
to be the principal morphogepetic alphabet used by the visual brain, the basic
means used by the processing center to construct the outlines of all visual
images. In this connection see also Greguss and Galin's interesting article
[115] of 1971.

As figure 4-3 shows, the similarities to paleo- and neolithic petroglyphs
are arresting, and evidently humans are early struck by these basic internal
patterns which appear genetically inherited rather than environmentally
learned, thus inherently embedded in biological reality.t' We shall now
undertake to classify these figures according to the 12-fold typology already
adduced, using as a basis the summary of observations embodied in our
figure 4-3.

On the basis of the fourth column (qonnotations) of figure 4-2 we have the
following assignment (Table 4-3) to the twelve prototypes already adduced
in Table 4-1.

It is now known, from.the works of archaeologists in Old Europe (notably
, M. Gimbutas, B. Nikolov, M. Vasic, et at.) that the earliest extant human

use of a corpus of script signs was in the middle of the sixth millennium
,before the current era, i.e. nearly 8000 years ago,18 a set of such shared signs
appearing in the early Vinca culture near the ancient gold and copper mines
not far from Tordos in present Transylvania (now a Rumanian province);
and also in the culture of Phylokopi, Troy, and pre-dynastic Egypt, showing
an ancient· Mediterranean glyphic system. The first, (and still only)
comparative study made of this material was done by Milton McChesney
Winn, a former doctoral student of Professor Marija Gimbutas at the
University of California, Los Angeles [117].

From the data and sign lists collected by Winn, who has given a useful set
ii[il!~!: ' of reference numbers for. each ~inc~-~pe gly~h, the striking similarity to the
'\ \\I'I~;' -~'~'-"--b~~~~~;glyphs lS'unnusta1table, and 1D the last column of Table 4-3

i w:e have:: ~cated these ancient glyph numbers corresponding to, the
:, 'III : fundamental phosphene images.

1,1, 'II i There is a persistent relation between frequency and quadron number that
III! becomes apparent when we group the frequencies under the same quadron
!I!II, ! number and list them in direct or reverse order of basic sequence numbers,
:'111

: th ., II' us.
\11\i Note that in the lower two divisions of Table 4-4, comprising quadron
!II'IIIII numbers 3 and 4, the pattern of decreasing frequency requires decreasing
HI'i I sequence numbers, whereas in the upper two divisions (quadron numbers I
Ii \'; and 2) decreasing frequency goes willi increasing sequence numbers. We can

\
I,! I exhibit these characteristics in one simple and consistent arrangement,
'III

\
'I!ll!

iii
!l.ll~ i

II"''i,1
II'
1

:1

I;'

I!r



Table 4-5. The Close Relation Between Phosphene Frequency and
Psyglyph Sequence j'

shown in Table 4-5. Moreover, if we add together the percent frequencies for - .'
the four quadron numbers (see table 4-4) we obtain (cf. also table 4-6):
Thus the odd quadrom number frequency almost exactly equals the even
quadron number frequency-a further substantiation that our psyglyphic

Quadron
Number

3

2

4

The 12 Sequence Numbers
(and their frequencies)

direction of frequency increase

•
1 (16.6) 5 (9.6) 9 (1.5)

2 (13.0) 6 (8.8) 10(1.8)

3 «3.5) 7 «3.5) 11 (15.4)

4 (1.3) 8 (3.5) 12 (21.5)
~

direction of frequency increase

Quadron
Symbol

~~------_..

---------------



4.4 Psyglyph Computerization

system is phenomenologically fundamental. We now have completed an
introductory sketch of a vast radial and nonlinear language whose elements
are psyglyphs.

Table 4-6. Quadron Number and Frequency

QuailrtJ1l Quadron
Symbol Number Phosphene Frequency (%)

6 27.7

~ 3 22.4
} odd Quadron number

total 50.1%

\J 2 23.6

\J 4 26.3
} even Quadron number

total 49.9%

DESTINY AND CONTROL IN HUMAN SYSTEMS116.

It remains to show that the typological scheme therein sketched is, as said at
the start, readily computerizable. But proper programmability requires, first,
all theesselJtial elements of the picture, which in this instance we now briefly
complete. Two prime factors have already been considered; that of
psychological ends or ailllS, with their basic set of seven (4 + 3) psyglyphs;
and channels (psychological modes of going about achieving a given aim)
with their set of twelve (4 X 3) psyglyphs.

There is, then, one phenomenological aspect of the whole pheRom-
.a1oJQgical .reality. stilLto.supply--,.that.ofthetypes of circumstances or
vititmitUtlts. These,. suffice it to say here, also fall into a typal set of twelve,
which can"be specified as follows: I-Bodily and personal appearance and
characteristic approach; II-Finances and possessions; III-Relationships
with one's immediate environment in tenns of nearby persons who figure in
one's life in a familial or neighbor-like way; IV-The home life: one's life
away from the more public world; V-Creative self-expression, whether
emotionally as in love affairs, literally as in children, or still again, in works
of more abstract creativity; VI-Matters of daily routine and habit: health
(maintenance of proper body functions), hygiene, exercise, and daily
occupation; VII-Formal associates and partnerships, including marriage;

•
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, VIII-Partner's fmances and money, and in general possessions of others;
inheritances; tolls and taxes; and the [mal toll exacted by nature: physical

• death; IX-Relationships with distant places; car voyages, dreams, visions;
; X-Public career, position, and reputation; XI-Aspirations, wishes, idel:!1s,

friendships; and XII-The part of oneself hidden from conscious aware
\ ness.

The reader as a psyglyphic exercise may trace the derivative relations from
the latter to the former, connecting the set I~XIIwith'the set 1-12. Thus, for

: instance, "2," the second psyglyphic channel, devolves upon the organiza-
tion or centralization (attracting power) of formations, of formed things, i.e.

i ofobjects; and "II," the second psyglyphic circumstance-type, concenters on
I, the acquisition of possessions and fmances. Further, if, say, the basic desires
a to be affectionate. (aim-type 7 ~ in the schemegivenb~~~o.~.2)p~c~t
,c . work through this sector of CIrcumstance'; th~.we' ..ha~ ~oti and·rharmonization functioning through poss·e'ssionsand'expressMg its~rml'lll'etme"",,,,,.---

Ifyou like someone, give them some tangible gift-is the motto here. Such a
psychosomatic combination could work toward confirming that "diamonds
are a girl's best friend." If the same aim were also functioning through
circumstance-type 6, we would have affectionate expression through nursing
and support in daily routine; and so on.

The programmatic manipulation of psyglyphs·is straightforWard~ We ftrst
note that, just as the basic set of seven aims or ends can be formed into an
additive ring, modulo seven, so can the sets of means and circumstances19

also be put into a ring-format, in tum mapped on a circle with each of .the
twelve being assigned thirty degrees. Incidentally, there is a deep connection
between 7, 12, and 360 by way of what we called circular permutations or
the patterns of circular arrangements of things. We shall call the. patterns
abed, a ... the same circular pattern as adeb, a ... for the latter merely
traverses the pattern in the opposite sense ofrotation around the circle. Then,
as we can readily derive (see any text in combinations and permutations), if
the number of circular arrangements of n things is P~ then p~ = ~(n - I)!
where "(n - 1)!" denotes the product of all the integers from l' through
n - 1. Thus p~ = ~(7 - I)! = ~(1 X 2 X 3 X 4 X 5 X 6) = 360. Similarly
p~ = 60 and p~ = 12, thus deriving these ancient Egyptian· and Cbaldean
basic numbers from the circular arrangements of 5, 6, or '7 things
operations that the old mathematician-priests could ea.sily perform with the
means at their disposal. The 360 degrees of a circle thus arose as the total
number of distinct zodiacal (circular) patterns of arrangements of the seven
classical celestial bodies.

The numbers 5, 6, 7 extend also deeply into the properties of primes:
numbers that have no divisors other than themselves and 1. To see this,



Figure 4-4. Hexagonal Spiral of the Integers Generating Two Rays of
Primes. No higher number than 6 thus separates all the primes> 3 into
two classes (the "5" class and the "7" class). No number lower than 6
does this with as great a densit5' of "primes on the two rays. The basic
typology of a set of 7 (central disc plus 6 tangent discs) is again
exemplified.

~~e~:1l@~r~[numbers in allat spiral of period 6 (figure 4-4). It will
-now 'benat:ed,thatall the prime.numbers (except the single even prime 2) will
fall only on the two radii shown in dotted lines (along, of course, with other
noti-primes such as 25, 35, 49, etc.). But 6 is the largest integer number in
terms of which any prime number (except 2) may be written as either nk + 1
or else nk - 1; in the case of maximal n, as 6k ± 1, where k = 1,2,
3,4.... The minimal natural numbers for 6k ± 1 are 6(1) ± 1 or 7 and 5. So
that 5, 6, 7-the basis of the anciently used numbers 12, 60, and 360,
respectively-form a quite nonarbitrary set, reaching deep into the properties
of numbers, all odd primes being of the form 5 + 6m or 7 +6m, where
m = 0,1,2,3, ... , and thus m = k-1.

So now we have in sum a threefold set of psyglyphic characters: a set of
prime functional radiating centers of desires, aims, or ends; a set of

Prime
Ray

12
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. psychological channels, modes, or means; and finally a set of circumstantial
implementations, all of these sets being typological in character. Thus, say,
"[7]2 X" can programmatically designate aim 7 working thi'ough channel 2
and implementation X, etc. It is clear that the psyglyphic approach makes
possible cross-referencing and associative memory iIi programming very
simply approachable and achievable, with a minimum of notation. The
simplification of psychotherapeutic protocols therein suggested is con
siderable, and points a highly efficient way out of the current word-bogged
morass of personality analysis, .aptitude testing, and the like. We now have
very succinct means of refet'ring to personality arid cifcumstantial traits.

There are always ways to indicate the relationshiPs of one implemented
(or circumstance-embedded) and psy-channeled aim to another. Such
relationships denote ease or difficulty ofc~functiQningonthe bne:iiand .and

the degree of self-involvemeht or oth~r~uiolvent~"t!ftW e . ~omf .
~e~cin a Circle orselr-'~ancranaofhemess tlfg'ure"~, uSing e ' ar
! intervals (shown in degrees' in the figure) to symbolize the crystal-like

demarcations of the various types of relationships, each assigned a number
-- (written in a circle in the figure). Computer-wise, there is no problem in

programming such relationships. We thus could write 4:7, IV (6),5:10, VII,
meaning "the fourth type. aim, working through channel ? and imple
mentation IV is in relationship 6 with aim-type 5 working through channell 0
with implementation VII."· Notice the clarity and brevity of the psyglyphic as
contrasted with the verbal notation. The programmed psyglyph approach will
be of great use in the applications discussed in chapter. 6.

Without such a typological approach, as is' evident from various attempts,
we are far from even being' able to formulate a program for the computer
recognition of handwritten letters or individual (i.e!: non-robotized) speech.
We should not wonder, then, in the slightest that, without such an approach,
it would be immeasurably even more difficult to formulate the recognition
and delineation of that enormously more complex entity, human personality.
The psyglyphic transcription mode, however, makes it clear.· We could, for
example, have: Aim XI in one person working through mode X2 and
implementation X3, in say, relation Zl with another person's similar aim (vI)
via channel Y2 and implementation Y3 Yet though psyglyphs thus solve the
formulation problem, the l1niitation is in our ability to interpret the highly
nonlinear interaction.

The situation is analogous to th.e problem of the physical interpretation of
a mathematical'equation thaf emerges out of the experimental frontiers of
quantum physics. The pathway to the resolution of such problems is time
honored in science: observe and compare many cases, and continue doing so.
Obtain as much feedback from reality as possible regarding necessarily
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Figure 4-5. Relationship Angles of Psyglyphs. Central angJes are typologically assignable to auto-involvement,
relationships within oneself; face angles then denote allo-involvement: relationships and attitudes toward others.
Also, the central or intra-relations belong with specialization and analytic traits, whereas the inter-relationships go
more with generalization and synthesis. Note that 60°, 90°, and 120° appear in both groups. A natural limit is
provided at n = 8, after which Stellated or star-polygons no longer exist in a bonafide sense since the star'points
then become obtuse or blunted (at n = 8 the points are rectangular). Interestingly, at the far limit n = "" (which
answers to a circle) we have the same kind of interchange of central and face angle shown between hexagciln and
triangle, the circle answering to the digon as the formulas 1In and %-1 In (or n-2/2n) clarify, since n = "" in ttile first
yields the same result as n = 2 in the second, and vice-versa. These symbolic angles play interpretational rbles in
psyglyphics and help delineate relationships between radial types of syntax and semantic developmen[ Even
including n = "", a manageable set of 11 distinct relationship angles still results, the circle adding no new
relationship angle.
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It is evident from chapter 3 and its references that other investigators are
~. coordinating with this author's research desiderata and that a new science of

timing and qualitative time is opening up, which has been called chrono-
:;,. topology and which is particularly relevant to systems essentially involving

human components. Psyglyphics is its language: the qualitative analogue of
mathematics in the sense that it has in its domain of applicatiort just as much
precision, flexibility, and semantic compressiqn.

The psychiatrist and psychopharmacologist Dr. J. Elkes, orte-time director

'".(.
, Est-il possible de considerer l'astrologie comme un langage exprimant d'une

maniere propre des observations sur les caracteres et les modes de comportement
humains? Et peut-on esperer de parvenir il. dechiffrer ce langage ....de parvenir a.
ec1airer les relations entre ces temps et ceux ... d'autres facteurs socio-culturels,
economjques ou religieux par example? [Ainsi on] prepare et conditionne ... Ia
possibilite d' aborder un jour de faeton serieuse Ie probleme de la validite objective
de I'astrologie, c'est-a.-dire Ie probleme de la correlation, que l'astrologie affirme,
entre les coordonnees spati<>-temporelles et les qualites propres aux etres et aux
evenements se manifestant dans ces coordonnees ... reconnaissant une grande
dette envers l'oeuvre psychologique de C.G. Jung. ';' [Cette etude sera de la]
structure essentielle [d'un signe], meme si elle est ulterleurement sUbdivisee ... en
trois parties (pans la tradition "decanique") ou meme en trente (dans la
"moerogenese"). Par ailleurs seront laissees de cote les complications qu'en cette
structure plus generale constituent les determinations ulterieures du temps-qualite
exprimees dans Ie langage ... des "presences planetaires," des "aspects" et de la
"domification" dans Ie signe.

_._- -"", ... _-_._... .:.::...:.~ --_.-
-.;;;;;;,;;;..--~ .. -.. .
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tentative interpretations, refining them by that feedback. With that challenge,
,then, we close this chapter, having indicated a ,new language for the
:description of personality constitutions and interactions in time, as one
'person's inner configuration (concisely describable psyglyphically) interacts
with another person's, or with those of a working group. Psychological
,outcomes now come within the province of systems theory, and we will

)

return to this crucial point in chapter 6.
The viewpoint proposed in this chapter is beginning to seep into the more

",' advanced twentieth century scholarship, and it· is instructive to cite as a
. typical example of this movement the work of Luigi Aurigemma20 done

;. through the French .National Centre for Scientific Research, School of
~ Advanced Studies in the Social Sciences, who independently came close to
:cour ~ncept of non~bitrary s~bols,21. a~S!8I~f.il~\J~~u~,,;. a' a ,. ,~f)

r-relating macrOCOSlDIG Md mlCIQQQIlmIEk da~...'an~hthe'J ea.Qt.. ~L...---~,,-.-...,
.. qualities in time itself. The emphases in the following passage are those of
~. Aurigemma [119f2:,
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of the Johns Hopkins department of psychiatry and behavioral sciences,
perceptively wrote [120]:

Indeed, time would appear to be the main axis around which we build our models
of reatity; and nowhere is this more apparent than in the models we construct to
represent behavior, including human behavior.... It may not be too much to hope
that concepts only partly or inadequately covered by present-day language may,
before long, fmd a more adequate expression in new symbolic systems of greater
precision and power. The usefulness of such systems may-and, I would venture
to say, will-not be confined to the study of behavior.

Psyglyphics as the appropriate language for the expression of psych()
logical and behavioral modalities, energies and processes, 'fulfills naturally
and abundantly the criteria of myoid colleague Joel Elkes' vision.
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1. People do not have "collective" hands and eyes: they simply share in a quite individual
possession of such bodily elements, down to the biomechanically (antigenically) individually
distinct molecules of their proteins. The same goes for their psyches. Though the psyche is ipso
facto not physical, it is quite objective in another order than the molecular.

2. Binary code means using only the digits 0 and 1 to fonn patterns that can represent any
number, e.g: our decimal in~fer 10 ..is now represented as 1010; 11 = 1011; 12 = 1100;
1.5 = 1.1, slDce 0.5 = ~ = 2 ,etalll.

3. Except as ancillary when, for instance, statistical treatment is called for because oflack of
sufficient Jptowledge.

4. Psychology, of course, underlies anthropology and sociology and, through the overriding
phenomena of expectations and, even more: desires, ineluctably underpins all of economics
although mathematical economists (so irrelevantly anxious to ape physics) are mostly loth to
admit .the fact. That admission would· nlquire 1'adica1 revision of 11 'Psychologically naive

·"ft~ilSY•..~,"'::-'~~ .•" " - "' , ,.
.. .::~:;.~tnathematical relationships became very mutual and "feedbackish," even

mathematics found it bad to forego linear for nonlinear spaces; indeed nonlinear partial
differential equations require for their treatment spaces of no less than infmite dimension [103).
And what may be the core ofmathematics-the theory of hypernumbers [104)-finally devolves
upon a set of qualitatively different higher arithmetics and their corresponding metaspaces. At
my Ravello lecture of 1962, in a conference chaired by quantum physicist Eduardo Caianiello,
mathematicians like J. Lions were still talking only about linear differential equations. I pointed
out to my audience (Lions was there) that, with practically all of nature nonlinear, as well as
such comparatively elementary concepts like ellipsoidal areas, we were dealing quite
unre a1istically if we included only linear equations in our repertoire. The additional criteria of
resonant and qualitative causation that enter into chronosystems carry us still further-from the
fprest .of nonlinearity into the jungles of strange and chaotic attractors; and even beyond, to a
place where mathematics must finally join with psyglyphics to interpret reality in enough depth
to be adequate for the answers we need.

....L·------~3;i•.__.~--'..~....._..:::
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,'. 6. The Arabic roots of the word" alchemy" in tum go back to the old name for Egypt itself
• "Kam," the land of the rich black soil, as e.g., the hieroglyphic phrase Kam-ur (plus the

detenninative for "body of water") meant the "Great Sea of Egypt," i.e., the Red Sea The
'cognate Coptic word is kame and the hieroglyphic root for Kam is found as far back as the
,Pyramid Texts of the Fifth Dynasty, 2501-2342 B.C.E. at latest.

7. Be it well noted, we use the word "personality" in no pejorative sense, as do some
persuasions, but rather as a neutral term applying to the whole of the individual, psyche,
including desirable or undesirable elements and potentialities, as the case may be.

8. And hence having direct connection with those reaches of personality of which the
,ordinary waking consciousness is unaware-this is the true meaning of"the unconscious" which
thus is in a very real and deep sense more aware than the so-called "conscious mind" even
though the latter be unconscious of it!

9. By 'the way, it is not unuseful to note that the insightful categories of "frrstness,"
"secondness," and "thirdness" perceived by the philosopher-mathematician Charles Peirce, so
unjustly ignored by more jealous than talented academic contemporaries, andon,ly now coming
into his own, possess deep relations with our trion of primary psychological-ontological
typology, in tum derived from the spirit of the typological traditions developed in Prolemaic
~gypt, whose roots go deeper still~ .l!D~tthis ancienl\mQ!#'edge,like;\~~qf.9}qicinh _ _ . IS
deployed in modern pharmacology, ~an render si~~te~:.: ._.~ ~ .'. . . ... ._. ",
"10. Which, however, psychiiitiistC:G:TiliigrrcrSf dId'~tj-ealizecould be-~''''I'''''--'"-'---

understandable by resonance phenomena and theoretically explicable by the rich concept of
resonance. The ancient sympatheia doctrine of Egypt and Chaldea, filtering through the
syncretistic Alexandrian gnostic and hermetic teachings, had reached China before the time of
Tung Chung Shu (11. 150), who wrote (chapter 57 of his Ch'un Ch'iu Fan Lu).[106]: "Things of
the same kind energise each other. When the note kung is struck on a lute, other. [Le.,
harmonically related] strings reverberate of themselves in complementarity-a case. of
comparable things being affected according to the kinds to which they belong.... When men
can see no shape accompanying motion and action, they describe the phenomenon as
'spontaneous' [.e.g. "action at a distance"].... But in truth there is no such thing as
'spontaneous' in this sense. Rather, everything in the universe is attuned to certain other things,
and changes in accordance." The scientific core of"sympatheia" and"synchronicity" is wave
resonance. We saw'in chapter 3 that the basic waves are in time itself. Jung was close to the
spirit of these insights, and he pointed out (in 1931) that "the Philistine believed until recently
that astrology had been disposed of long since, and was s0IJ)"thing that could be safely laughed
at. But today, rising out of the social deeps, it knocks at the doors of the universities from which
it was banished some three hundred years ago" [Seelenprobleme der Gegenwart, Rascher
Verlag, ZUrich, 1931; translated as Modem Man in Search ofa Soul published by Kegan Paul,
London, 1933, p. 243.] It was because of not having realized the concept of resonant causality
(see sections 3.12 and 3.14) that Jung, and for that matter Bohr's school of quantum theorists
who inflilenced Jung, used the term" acausal" erroneoUsly instead of the correct ascription "not
linearly causal."

Other lIf Jung's insights, however, are valuable; and in the same vein as the perceptive
sentences just quoted from him, the late and lamented Erich Jantsch, fifty years later, in his last
and most penetrating work [reference 51, pp. 212-13; 215], is able to write even more strongly
that "there is no longer any doubt that certain cosmic lIIid biological rhythms are coupled....
The relatively new branch of science which is called chronobiology investigates these
oscillations.... They [the resonant couplings] may not be due to mechanical or gravitational
effects, but to the interaction between clouds of plasma (ionized gas) around the sun and planets

--_.1:.__ ... _....
I
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on the one hand, and between solar and planetary magnetic fields on the other. There seems to
be a certain correlation between planetary configuration and sun-spot activity which, in tum,
influences the' occurrence of geomagnetic storms. What formerly has been rejected as
unscientific astrology is now about to fmd at least to some extent plausible scientific
explanations." It is one of our theses, of course, that thoroughgoing explanations will not be
forthcoming until the inherent wave structure of time, and hence of all energy release, be
reckoned with in a conscious chronotopological context.

11. The writer announced [107J in 1970 this concept of the cosmos, independently of either
David Bohm or Karl Pribram., with both of whom he later co-Iectured: with the latter several
times, lUId with the 'fonner at the scientific conference in 1976 convoked by the philosopher
Krishnamurti at Ojai, California, and later at Professor Bohm's home in London.

12. The frequency f being then given by 1/,;'LE where L and C are the inductance and
capacitance, respectively.

13. The Anglo-Saxon root preserved as Tues is related to the Teutonic deonym Tiwas, in
turn related to the Latin Deus, the Baltic Dievas, and the Sanskrit Deva. The ancient
translinguistic root Di means "shining" and appears even in the Chinese root Di, heaven.
Another such translinguistill'l'oot I, to move (e.g. Latin ire, French ira) extends also from the
Indo-European to the Sino-group, appearing as the important root 1 in Chinese, meaning "to
alter or change" as in I-Jing, the known Book of Changes based on 64 binary-coded
symbols. ' '

14. If we try to skip more than two vertices, we obtain one of the three same sequences in
either direct or reverse sense of rotation.

15. Preserved in old chemical treatises and also in recent chemistry books that give historical
data like the college text by Babor, Esterbrooks and Lehrman used in the 1940s in the City
University, then College of New York.

16. The ancient roots of such a system are currently attested in the still by far from obsolete
words satu.mine, mercurial, sunny, jovial, lunatic, venereal, and martial, listing them in the
order of figure 4-2(c). The same system of correlations, a fivefold one of Indian and pre
Christian origin (four elements plus a quintessence, called "earth of light" or "center" in the
Chinese system and akasha in the Indian version) passed into China (109J.

17. The archaeologist and paleo-anthropOlogist Mar-ija Gunbutas has noted [116J the
,1't'e~le~-of»te~ers-ami -wave'P~1fi"Whllrwa~s; 'eViBeritaIly; areligib-symbolic language
.tif prelll$lOil'c'europe. ' '

IS. The Llthuaniari-American archaeologist Marija Gimbutas has established the age of this
script by radiocarbon dating calibrated by tree-ring chronology [118].

19. Which serves as the implementations of combinations of psychological ends with
means.

20. Found after this chapter was written but just in time to include here.
21. Cf. also Henry Corbin's use of the word imaginal rather than "imaginary."
22., In connection wtih this reference, Tables 4-1 and 4-3 (the prototypic phosphenes) wiJI

be seen to re-derive the ancient sequence, of zodiacal I!J'chetypes.
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